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One of the best things about Android is how much you can customize, how you interact with it, and that includes a launcher app that gets you into your favorite apps and controls your home screen. This week, we want to know which Android launcher you think is the best. If you're in love with your phone manufacturer's stock launcher, or you prefer one of the
many downloadable replacements available in Google Play, we want to know which ones you consider the best breed. Leave your vote in the comments below. The appeal to the applicants is closed! To see which of your picks made the top five, head over to our feature, the top five Android launchers to read more and vote for the winner! If you're tired of
your home screen stock or just want a new and different way of interacting... Read more about the five nominations in the comments where you posted your favorite tool for work. We get hundreds of comments, so to make your nomination clear, please include it at the top of your commentary as well: Vote: BEST ANDROID LAUNCHER. Please don't turn on
your voice in response to another commenter. Instead, make your vote and respond to individual comments. If you don't follow this format, we can't count your vote. To prevent falsification of results, votes from first-time commentators cannot be counted. Once you've made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the contest. About Hive
Five: The Hive Five feature series asks readers to answer the most frequently asked question we get: Which tool is the best? Once a week we will put out a call for applicants looking for the best solution to a particular problem, then you tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every weekend we will report to the top five recommendations and give you
the opportunity to vote for what is best. For example, check out five of the best internet radio stations last week. Streaming music sites are a penny-a-dozen, but internet-radio services-kind where you click ... More Hive Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite stayed away, it's not because we hate it, it's because he
didn't get the nominations needed in calling for job applicants to make the top five. We understand that this is a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we want to hear about it. Is there an offer for Hive Five? Send us a letter on tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com! iPhone doesn't support app launchers the same way as OS X, but that doesn't mean app
developers haven't come up with smart workarounds. As an example, our choice for the best launcher, Launch Center allows you to run not only apps, but also specific actions in applications. ProPlatform Starter Center: iPhone (and iPad) Price: $4.99Download PageFeatures Forgives Shortcuts for Thousands ofNotification Center Support3D Touch Apps
Fast ActionSimple launch creation toolSupport for ORGANIZATIONAL groups IFTTT supportIming settings to run at certain times or places and dark themesDropbox backupsHd this ExcelsLaunch Center Pro is one of the first applications to get an idea of the launcher on iOS right. Instead of just tying you up with different apps on your iPhone (which your
home screen already does), Launch Center Pro connects you to what it calls action. Action is what you do inside the app. For example, from Launch Center Pro, you can instantly go to a new facebook page, start a text message to a specific person, make an email to a group, or countless other things. Launch Center Pro essentially gives you access to a
specific location inside the app without having to click around the pile to get there. This is incredibly useful once you get the hang of how it works. Launch Center Pro does a wonderful job of toeing the line between the average user and the user's power. When you open the app, you are greeted by a number of tutorials to help you start creating your own
actions. Within minutes you can instantly create launchers for simple things like texting a loved one or searching for coffee near your current location using Yelp.If you want, you can stay right there and still enjoy Launch Center Pro. However, if you want to take it further, Launch Center Pro is filled with power-user features. If you're willing to dig into it, you can
set up Launch Center Pro to do some crazy things, including sending a certain set of text to a particular person at a certain time of day, or chaining together a bunch of action based on your location. You can even link Launch Center Pro to IFTTT to tie things together even further. It's as intense as you can do with Launch Center Pro if you're willing to spend
time with it, but it's also impressive how useful it is even if you're just scraping the surface.iOS is known as a walled garden, but the developers have developed a bunch of ways around this garden... MoreThan it drops ShortWhile Launch Center Pro certainly does its best to make creating action easy, it's still a bit tricky for the average iOS user. However, if
you are willing to invest just a little time in it, you will eventually understand how it works. Once you get over this hump, the utility jumps up quite a bit as you start experimenting with different types of action, triggers, and more. All that said, because of the complexity of the application, it would be nice if there was a free, trial version for people to check first.
CompetitionN The competition for Launch Center Pro is Launcher (free/$2.99 in-app purchase). Launcher works similarly to Launch Center Pro, where you create a set of actions that run directly into certain parts of the application. Launcher is not so intuitive to use Launch Center Pro, but the fact that there is a free version with ad support, means that it is a
good choice if you want to check the waters. Less directly, the workflow ($2.99) kind of falls under the same category of applications as Launch Center Pro and Launcher. Workflow is an incredibly powerful app that lets you create your own set of actions that function as micro-apps. The workflow is a little different in that you don't always need a third-party
application to do these things. While the workflow is powerful and does a lot of what Launch Center Pro does, it's not exactly a launcher. The workflow doesn't have some of the basic features you need in an application to run, especially when it comes to the breadth of application support. However, Workflow can be manipulated to work as a launcher if you
spend some time with it, so it's worth checking out if you're looking for something a little different. Workflow is a new app for iOS where you can create your own little micro-apps that can instantly... More Contact author on thorin@lifehacker.com. This week we'll check out how familiar you are with some of the most popular Android launchers out there. Your
job is to figure out the title launched just by looking at its three screenshots. There are three answers to each question, only one of which is correct. Are you ready for the challenge? Click the Start button below and show us what you've got - and be sure to share your account on social media at the end. os-widget path/derekscott/pop-quiz-which-androidlauncher-is-this Note: If you don't see the Start button, click here. This is the 73rd quiz in our regular weekly series. You can take a few of the most popular ones on the links below or check out all of them by clicking here. Let us know which questions you thought were the hardest and share your result with others in the comments! Tagged: Android
Launcherspop quiz Android start-up apps have long been an integral part of the Android experience. If you don't like how your home screens look or act, you can just download the app to change it all. There is no doubt that Android launchers have a much more diverse feature set than any other genre app, and you can really do some amazing things with
these apps. This includes keeping it closer to stock like Google's Android or something coming out there like Niagara Launcher. Here are the best Android launchers right now! We would like to list Google Pixel Launcher. However, it is only available for Pixel devices. We recommend Nova, Lawnchair, or Rootless if you want a bigger Pixel-like experience. In
addition, those who iOS watch should try the recently launched Amoni Launcher (Google Play link). Read Next: Android Launchers Comparison: What Is the Best Option for You? Action LauncherPrice: Free /$4.99 Action Launcher has long been our favorite Android launcher It comes with a stock Android feel. However, there are some additional features on
the top that add some uniqueness. The quiktem allows you to customize the colors of the UI based on wallpaper. Shutters lets you check the app's widget without actually installing it on your home screen. It even has theme elements and settings to make your phone feel more like Android Oreo. There is also support for the icon package, frequent updates
and more. There's a lot to like about it. Even the app drawer is customizable. AIO LauncherPrice: Free/$1.99AIO Launcher does it differently than many Android startup apps. It does away with a standard home screen in favor of an information packed list of things. It shows things like your latest SMS and missed calls, your media player, your system
information (RAM, battery, storage, etc.), and even things like news, bitcoin price, Twitter, and more. The paid version also includes integration for Telegram and your regular widgets from other apps. Not everything should look like the stock of Android and AIO Launcher certainly shows that it can be done effectively. It's free for most features. The full version
is a very reasonable $1.99.Apex LauncherPrice: Free/$3.99Apex Launcher has been around for a very long time and remains one of the most iconic Android launcher apps ever. Like Action Launcher, it aims to give Android shares a look and feel with a few extra features thrown in for good measure. These include the ability to change things like transition
animations, scrolling habits, and there's even a scroll dock where you can lay a lot of icons. Apex Launcher also includes a themed engine. The app has undergone some big changes in 2018. Now it looks much more modern. APUS LauncherPrice: FreeAPUS Launcher is a fun app if you like a ton of customization. It boasts a collection of more than 50,000
wallpapers along with a ton of additional themes. Some other features include a news feed, the ability to hide apps from the app box, a built-in application lock feature, and several other properties. It's not quite as easy and efficient as Pixel Launcher-style launchers like Nova Launcher, Hyperion, Lawnchair, etc. however, it's a lot more colorful and vibrant.
Some people prefer it that way. The launcher is free with the support of advertising. Our only real complaint is that you can't buy an ad removal app. Evie LauncherPrice: FreeEvie Launcher was one of our picks for the best Android apps of 2016. It's still a great launcher to this day. The installation has a fairly typical home screen layout along with universal
search, custom shortcuts, and many personalization options. The dock is a little more customizable than most stock launchers on most phones. You can also change things like icon sizes, box apps, and some other things as well. Of course, the launcher manages to stay clean, lightweight and warehouse-ish for people who care cared A what. This may be
the best completely free Android launcher on the market right now. Hyperion LauncherPrice: Free/$2.99Hyperion Launcher is the new kid on the Android Launcher Block. It slots in nicely between heavy launchers like Action and Nova and the Stock Android Lawnchair experience. The user interface is decidedly stock looking without a ton of bloat or flair.
There are many customization features, however. These include support for third party icons, icon shape changer, theme items and some other neat things. It supports Google Feed, but it requires a separate download, like most other launchers. It's new, but it's already slots in favor among the best launchers on Android.Lawnchair Launcher 2Price:
FreeLawnchair Launcher is an excellent Android launcher for fans of minimalism. It's an open source project that mimics most of the look and feel from Pixel Launcher. It has many similar features for Pixel Launcher along with several others. These features include icon pack support, Google Now integration (with an additional and free plug-in), adaptive
icons, and various other settings. The original has been praised for its stock-like appearance plus its customization features. Developers now list the app as Lawnchair 2, and it's still in beta, but includes some more modern Android features. The app is also completely free. Lightning LauncherPrice: $4.99 and $1.99Lightning Launcher used for a pretty decent,
minimal Android launcher. Since then it has grown into one of the most customizable Android launchers ever made. It's still super lightweight too. This gives you the ability to change almost everything on the home screen. You can even have multiple sets of home screens on several occasions. Perhaps its most unique feature is its support for scripts. You
can use JavaScript to make Lightning do all sorts of things. There are also additional plugins, language packages, and more available for download. The list features not all that long comparatively, but it seems to tick all the right boxes. The app also has a learning curve, but it's worth learning. Microsoft LauncherPrice: FreeMicrosoft Launcher is not a new
launcher. The app used to be Arrow Launcher. Microsoft relasted the app in mid-2017. The app is integrated with many Microsoft services, including their calendar, email, to-do app, and direct integration with Microsoft PCs. It also has customization features and gesture controls. This one returned to beta after the rebranding. So, there are probably some
bugs at the moment. However, it's something else and Useful for those who want better integration with their Windows PC. Microsoft is restoring this app from scratch and you can try it here if you want. This new version is likely to replace this version in this list in the future when it is officially released. Niagara Niagara FreeNiagara Launcher is the newest
launcher app on the list, and it's kind of our diamond in the rough pick. It has a very minimal user interface with a clean look, excellent ergonomics and a sleek look. The app also tries to limit your need for shadow notifications with integrated message notifications as well as music management. There are some easy teating options available along with basic
things like icon support package. It's still in early access beta right now, so there may be a random error, but if you click on the button below and it's not in early access anymore, let's assume that these bugs are fixed. Nova LauncherPrice: Free / $4.99It's not too much better than Nova Launcher. Like Apex Launcher, Nova has been around since the good old
days. It remains not only relevant, but one of the best Android launchers app available. It has a laundry list of customization features that include gesture support, the ability to customize the look of the app, support icon package, themes, and much, much more. The app is also updated at breakneck speed, which means that bugs are usually quickly squished
and new features are added sequentially. It also comes with the ability to back up and restore your home screen layouts when you eventually switch to a new phone. This is the one we recommend you try first. Poco LauncherPrice: FreePoco Launcher is a shareholder launcher for the popular (and cheap) Pocophone. It's actually available for most Android
devices, and it's kind of amazing considering Google won't even release them. It's a pretty basic launcher. It has its main stock of Android-ish layout with icons on the home screen and swipes to access the app drawer. You can customize things like the home screen grid and the app box background. It also has a privacy capability that hides icons from the
app drawer if you want. Otherwise, it works light and smooth. This is a simple recommendation for people with lower end devices and those with higher end devices who want something really simple. Rootless LauncherPrice: FreeRootless Launcher is a decent, stock Android-style launcher from 2018. It's actually a pretty simple experience. You get a stock of
Android look and feel with some extra customization elements to complete the look. Some of the features include icon package support, adaptive icon pack support, icon shape selector, themes based on your wallpaper, and you can change the position of search advocates. You can also get Google Feed working on this launcher, but like It requires
additional plug-in download and installation. A website with instructions for this is in the google Play description. It's right up there with Hyperion and Lawnchair as a great option for stock Android fans. Smart Launcher 5Price: Free/up to $6.99Smart Launcher 5 is a huge contrast to the Smart Launcher 3. Fortunately, this is in a positive direction. It's This.
Modern user interface, features ambient theme, modern features such as adaptive icons, and more. It even has weather and watch widget and gesture control. It's not as powerful as a Nova Launcher or similar launcher. However, it has enough features to be quite enjoyable. It feels like it competes directly with Action Launcher and similar apps when it
comes to customization and usability. Total LauncherPrice: FreeTotal Launcher is not the most popular launcher on the list. However, it's still pretty good. It boasts a very high level of customization along with various themes and some other features. However, it also comes with a steeper learning curve than most. Those who stay and find out what they are
doing are turning something really special. On the other hand, those who just want something simple that works properly might want to try something like CPL, Rootless Launcher, Hyperion Launcher, or one of the other options. If we missed any of the best android start-up apps, tell us about them in the comments! If Pixel Launcher ever make it to Google
Play, you can bet that it will end up on this post-yousd list! You can find our latest app lists by clicking here! In here!
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